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Going Where you’ve never gone before

Our goal:
Our goal is to
reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and
worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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St Paul goes into the third heaven, John hears the seven thunders, Moses
sees God Face to face, Moses sees HIS Glory, and he also enters into the holy of
holies three times! Daniel survives certain destruction from a pit of lions, Hananiah,
Azariah and Mishael are unharmed from being burnt alive, Samson destroys about
1000 enemy troops with nothing more than a jawbone. Phenomenal occurrences.
Amazing accounts. Supernatural events. GOD taking them where they have never
gone before; GOD wants to take you where you have never gone before; from Glory
to Glory, from Faith to Faith, from Strength to Strength. You must be willing, HE will
make you able. You will have to change from your current level of faith to be able to
take the next step. You look at the apostles who started as fishermen to become
fishers of men. From men of fear to men of faith. From heaven above and a deep
spirit, GOD is calling you up higher, than you’ve ever been before. Go. Go with HIM.
Run. Run your race. Press in. Press in towards The Goal; The Goal of The Upward
Calling, The Upward Calling of GOD in CHRIST JESUS. Do not settle. And do not
settle down. Move. Think. Push. Press in. Get more. Do more. You have no limit in
GOD. Do not merely look for heaven; look for heaven’s GOD. Go after GOD; you can
have as much of GOD as you really want to; so want to do this; pursue HIM, do what
HE says, be more and more transforming into HIS IMAGE and Likeness; putting on
The New Adam (yes, proper translation), as you discard the old man (that’s you
your old fleshycarnalearthbound antiGOD self) become more like THE ONE that
you worship, not the one in the mirror but THE ONE in Whose IMAGE and
LIKENESS you’ve been made. Go where you’ve never gone before and truly live.
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The Heart of The Matter
Do what you’ve never done

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is
risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

Peter walked on water,
a king dared to point his
arm at a true prophet
of GOD and his arm
shriveled up, Moses
prayed and his sister
was instantly healed of
leprosy, a dead man’s
bones raised another
dead man ( 2 Kings
13:21), an army under
GOD’s specific orders
raised a spiritual shout
and the walls of a city
caved in, Paul is bit by a
deadly viper with no ill

effects, Paul prayed
over garmentsfabrics
which were sent to
people and demons
came out and they were
healed, Moses raises his

street and all are healed by
The Glory of GOD radiating
from him to the extent of
his shadow, Moses takes
on the greatest empire of
the known world then with
staff and a sea splits, the his brother and subdues a
mighty Samson slays a
nation, the apostles are
1000 men with a mere
sent out by twos and
jawbone, Samuel prays
preach The Gospel to the
and GOD responds with a
cities and heal the sick and
Shout and routes an entire
cast out demons; nothing,
enemy army, Paul heals
absolutely nothing shall be
all the sick of an island,
impossible to you, when
Peter raises the dead,
you make enough room in
Peter walks down the
you for GOD, do II; do It!

Believe more than you ever have
“From faith to
faith…”faith must
grow. The faith that
got you through
yesterday will not get
you through today.
Life goes on. Things
change. The world is
changing, and your
faith must grow to
meet the demands of
the day and have

victory. Your faith
must also operate
through love, real
love: Galatians 5:6. We
must have more faith,
more trust and more
true knowledge of HIM
WHO is The Author
and Perfecter of our
Faith. Faith pleases
GOD, Hebrews 11:6,
and it is worth noting

that a believer should
believe. Exercise those
spiritual muscles. Faith
is like a muscle, it gets
bigger with usage. Use
it daily, in all things, in all
ways. Faith pleases GOD,
great faith has been
known Biblically to get
HIS attention. Get
noticed, honor GOD with
great faith through love.
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Did you know
The significance of The
Hebrew Word OT? You
will… Is is written: Aleph—
Vav/Waw / Tav/w. And it is

‘known’ no man. This
was a prophecy of THE
Coming MESSIAH,
YESHUA. CF. Matthew
pronounced in Hebrew as: Ot 1:2223. It is also most
(rhymes with boat). It means interesting that every
a sign, as in a DIVINE Sign. Hebrew Letter is called an
For example, in Isaiah 7:14, OT, also a DIVINE Sign;!
Thus, one can begin to
GOD HIMSELF gives the
king a DIVINE Sign; an OT, understand anew why we
study even The Letters of
here we see a virgin with
The Bible, They are Divine
Child, The virgin! This is a Signs, all pointing to HIM,
DIVINE Sign, for she had
to THE LORD of Glory.

Your Hebrew Lesson
Did you know that in The
Original Hebrew Bible,
there are large letters in
The Text, each with
special significance?
This is a fascinating
study, not ever seen in
the English Text. Let’s
look at just one, and
define It’s special
significance. We will
look at The Shema, of

Deuteronomy 6:49. At
the end of The First and
The Last Words, the last
letter of each. The Last
letter of each is clearly
enlarged: a large Ayin in
the first Word and a
large Dalet in The Last
Word. They are meant to
be seen as one Word,
which is a fascinating
Word: AyinDalet. This

has two Words birthed
out of this spelling: Ed=
witness, and Ad=forever.
This combined meaning
has the force of: an :
eternal witness. Thus,
The Shema is The
Eternal Witness! And it
is specifically this that
JESUS referred to when
asked what is The
Greatest Commandment!

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
the world is closing in on
you?! You must draw closer to
GOD. Hide in THE MESSIAH:
Proverbs 18:10. The world is
picking on you and trying to
‘prick your flesh’ you must be
’dead’ ,and recognize that your
life is hid, hid, with CHRIST,
with CHRIST in GOD, period.
Colossians 3:3. There is an
answer to every question, and
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a solution to every problem;
HIS NAME is JESUS. Learn to
listen to HIM, learn to do HIS
WORD, learn to be HIS
Disciples. “If and when we
believe in HIM, and abide =
remain in MY WORD, HE says
then we are HIS Disciples,
which Hebraically means =
learners, and thus we will be
able to know = experience
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directly and personally, The
Truth, and The Truth that you
experience will set you free.
John 8:3132. Real freedom
comes from the inside, real
liberty is birthed in your being,
freeing you from above to
below, from within to without;
the world has no power over
you; and you have authority
over it! Now live it thoroughly.
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up
going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".
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Joel Young
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3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, rightly dividing
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal self
distinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY
SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE
BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the
virgin birth of THE
MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day
according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in
Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has the
power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE, is
the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

